Blackest Night HC
If you ally obsession such a referred Blackest Night HC book that will give you worth, acquire the enormously best seller from us currently from
several preferred authors. If you want to comical books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are in addition to launched, from best
seller to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy every ebook collections Blackest Night HC that we will unquestionably offer. It is not on the order of the costs. Its
more or less what you compulsion currently. This Blackest Night HC , as one of the most functioning sellers here will totally be in the course of the
best options to review.

Brightest Day #0 - Geoff Johns
Aquaman, Martian Manhunter, Firestorm, Hawkman, Hawkgirl,
Deadman, Jade, Osiris, Hawk, Captain Boomerang and Zoom must
discover the mysterious reason behind their return and uncover the
secret that binds them all in this follow-up to the smash hit BLACKEST
NIGHT
Tales from the Dark Multiverse: Blackest Night (2019-) #1 - Tim Seeley
2019-11-13
What could be blacker than the Blackest Night? From the pages of Dark
Nights: Metal comes a Dark Multiverse retelling of the Green Lantern
event that changed the DC Universe forever...only this time, the Black
Lanterns win! Now, 23 days after the apocalypse, witness the rise of
Sinestro as the Limbo Lantern! Trapped between life and death as a
White and Black Lantern, Sinestro seeks to save the universe-or end his
miserable life-once and for all! Joined by Dove, Lobo, and Mister Miracle,
the last living beings in the universe will put everything on the line to
give their world one final chance.
Brightest Day Vol. 2 - Geoff Johns 2012-05-15
Comics hottest writer Geoff Johns (BLACKEST NIGHT, GREEN
LANTERN, THE FLASH) joins with Peter J. Tomasi (GREEN LANTERN
CORPS) to continue the biggest event in comics as BRIGHTEST DAY
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burns back the BLACKEST NIGHT. They are joined by artists Ivan Reis,
Patrick Gleason and Ardian Syaf on the follow-up to the best selling
comics event of 2009. Once dead, twelve heroes and villains were
resurrected by a white light expelled deep within the center of the earth.
Now, Aquaman, Martian Manhunter, Firestorm, Hawkman, Hawkgirl,
Deadman, Jade, Osiris, Hawk, Captain Boomerang and Zoom must
discover the mysterious reason behind their return and uncover the
secret that binds them all. In this second volume, find out whether
Deadman is truly destined to wield the White Lantern and who the new
Aqualad is. Plus, Firestorm's duelling alter egos take a bizarre journey,
while Martian Manhunter returns to Mars to learn about the strange
creature that's stalking him.
Green Lantern: Rebirth Deluxe Edition - Geoff Johns 2019-12-17
GREEN LANTERN:REBIRTH DELUXE Hal Jordan was once regarded as
the greatest Green Lantern of them all--high praise, considering that the
intergalactic Green Lantern Corps traced its history back billions of
years. But his vast power eventually corrupted him, and in a failed effort
to remake the universe using the nearly unlimited energy of the
Lanterns' Central Power Battery, he slaughtered his comrades-in-arms
and destroyed the entire Corps. After his downfall, Hal vanished--only to
reappear when the Earth was threatened by a stellar apocalypse. To save
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his home world, he made the ultimate sacrifice--an act that did not go
unnoticed in the celestial sphere. Jordan's soul was picked to inhabit the
Spectre, the supernatural embodiment of the wrath of God. In his new
form he turned the astral avenger into a spirit of redemption while
seeking a peaceful end to his existence. But fate was not done with Hal
Jordan yet. Legendary comics author Geoff Johns and acclaimed artists
Ethan Van Sciver and Prentis Rollins weave an epic tale of redemption
and heroism in Green Lantern: Rebirth, the first part of the galaxyspanning trilogy that includes The Sinestro Corps War and Blackest
Night. This special deluxe edition collects all six issues of the bestselling
miniseries together with Johns's original series proposal, his full script
for issue #1, and sketches and promotional art from Van Sciver, as well
as the breathtaking story "Flight" illustrated by Darwyn Cooke.
Green Lantern: Wrath of the First Lantern (the New 52) - Geoff
Johns 2014-08-19
With Hal Jordan and Sinestro trapped in a dark dimension, the newest
Green Lantern, Simon Baz, must learn to wield his power and face the
Third Army, an unstoppable force with the power of the First Lantern,
alone.
Blackest Night - Peter Tomasi 2011-07
"Originally published in single magazine form in Green Lantern Corps
39-47."--Tp verso
The Brightest Day, The Darkest Night - Brendan Graham 2016-02-12
Rich and epic Historical Fiction set against the backdrop of the Great
Famine and the Irish Diaspora. Perfect for fans of Winston Graham and
Ken Follett.
Blackest Night Saga (DC Essential Edition) - Geoff Johns 2019-02-12
A war has been brewing between the different colored Lantern
Corps—the Green fighting the Yellow, the Red trying to destroy all, the
Blue attempting to broker peace among the tribes. However, the real
battle is yet to come: the undead Black Lanterns are coming and
seemingly nothing can stop them. Putting aside old vendettas, it’s up to
Hal Jordan and the Green Lantern Corps to lead DC’s greatest champions
as well as their deadliest foes in a battle to save the universe from an
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army of the dead. Collects Blackest Night #0-8.
Justice League - Geoff Johns 2013
When Atlantis attacks the East Coast, flooding many of its major cities,
the Justice League and Aquaman unite to stop the devastation.
Brightest Day - Geoff Johns 2010
Twelve superheroes brought back to life by White Lantern rings must
come to terms with the horrors they committed as Black Lanterns and
discover why they have been resurrected.
World's Most Dangerous - Geoff Johns 2013
The United States government creates an answer to the Justice League
by bringing together the world's most dangerous heroes to form the
Justice League of America.
Absolute Flashpoint - Geoff Johns 2018-10-10
Geoff Johns and Andy Kubert's universe-altering classic graphic novel,
FLASHPOINT, is now available in his oversize slipcase Absolute edition,
complete with behind-the-scenes scripts, design sketches and other
bonus material! Not a dream, not an imaginary story, not an elseworld.
This is Flash Fact: When Barry Allen wakes at his desk, he discovers the
world has changed. Family is alive, loved ones are strangers, and close
friends are different, gone or worse. It's a world on the brink of a
cataclysmic war - but where are Earth's Greatest Heroes to stop it? It's a
place where America's last hope is Cyborg, who hopes to gather the
forces of The Outsider, The Secret 7, S!H!A!Z!A!M!, Citizen Cold and
other new and familiar-yet altered faces! It's a world that could be
running out of time, if The Flash can't find the villain who altered the
time line! The New York Times best-selling FLASHPOINT changed the
status quo of the entire DC Universe as we know it and helped sheperd in
the New 52 relaunch. With stunning art from industry legend Andy
Kubert, this new Absolute edition is a must-have for any DC fan! Collects
FLASHPOINT #1-5.
Green Lantern Corps - Tony Bedard 2012-06
When an enemy of the Lanterns seizes control of the Alpha Lanterns,
Green Lanterns John Stewart, Kyle Rayner, and former Guardian Ganthet
must stop them.
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Blackest Night: Tales of the Corps - Geoff Johns 2011-11-15
In this 3-issue miniseries, the secrets behind the Lanterns of BLACKEST
NIGHT are revealed! Bear witness to Blue Lantern Saint Walker's
pilgrimage of hope, Star Sapphire Carol Ferris' sacrifice for love, Green
Lantern Kilowog's courageous beginnings, Red Lantern Vice's source of
rage, Orange Lantern Blume's bizarre creation, and the first appearance
of the mysterious Indigo, leader of the Indigo Tribe! Written by Blackest
Night author Geoff Johns and fan favorite Pete Tomasi, BLACKEST
NIGHT: TALES OF THE CORPS is an essential part of the Blackest Night
storyline.
Green Lantern Vol. 1: Sinestro (The New 52) - Geoff Johns 2013-01-08
As part of the DC Comics-The New 52, the first six issues of the starspanning series from superstar writer Geoff Johns and artist Doug
Mahnke is collected here in hardcover! In the aftermath of a deadly
showdown between the Green Lantern Corps and a mysterious foe from
the past, Hal Jordan has been stripped of his ring. Left standing is an
unexpected new Green Lantern in town: Sinestro! And now, this
renegade GL has set a course for Korugar with one purpose: To free his
homeworld from the scourge of his own Sinestro Corps, with the not-sowilling help of Hal Jordan! The volume collects issues 1-6 of Green
Lantern, part of the DC Comics-The New 52 event.
Justice League 6 - Geoff Johns 2015-03
"Superman created by Jerry Siegel & Joe Shuster"--Title page.
JSA Omnibus Vol. 2 - Geoff Johns 2014-12-02
Known for his groundbreaking work on Green Lantern, over a decade
ago Geoff Johns brought Justice Society of America characters rooted in
the Golden Age of comics back to the forefront of comics. Mixing
younger, edgier characters with the elder statesmen of superheroes,
Johns brought the JSA back to the forefront of the comics in what became
the industry's best-selling comic series. Collected here is the second and
concluding volume on Johns' now-legendary run on the original JSA.
Collected here are JSA #26-81.
Tales from the DC Dark Multiverse - DC Comics 2020
DC has delivered some of the most influential and ground-breaking
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stories in comics history with titles such as Batman: Knightfall, The
Death of Superman, Blackest Night, Infinite Crisis and many more. Now,
after the events of Dark Nights: Metal, a gateway into the Dark
Multiverse has opened and its stories are revealed! Featuring top author
and artist talent, Tales from the DC Dark Multiverse is going beyond the
Multiverse and diving deep into the dark with new timelines and shaking
up the defining moments in DC history. What are the consequences if
The Joker's aim had hit James Gordon instead of Barbara? What would
the DC Universe look like? Tales from the DC Dark Multiverse is a hard
cover format collecting stories from DC Universe alternate timelines!
Green Lantern: Rebirth (New Edition) - Geoff Johns 2010-05-11
The 6-issue miniseries event of 2004-2005-written by Geoff Johns
(BLACKEST NIGHT, TEEN TITANS) with art by Ethan Van Sciver and
Prentis Rollins-is available in this new edition, complete with the preview
story from Wizard Magazine as well as a number of extras previously
only available in ABSOLUTE GREEN LANTERN: REBIRTH! Hal Jordan
was considered the greatest Green Lantern of them all. But Jordan lost
control, allowed himself to be corrupted and transformed into the
villainous Parallax. Later, Jordan reappeared and made the ultimate
sacrifice-a sacrifice that allowed him to become the Spectre, the Wrath
of God. After several years of activity on Earth, The Spectre became
restless and sought a way to prove himself worthy of that noble
reputation. See how a man born without fear and seeking to rebuild his
life, puts cosmic forces into motion that will have repercussions not only
on Earth but across the universe. This volume sets up the events of
BLACKEST NIGHT and revitalized Green Lantern as one of the most
important heroes of the DCU!
Blackest Night: Wonder Woman (2009-) #1 - Greg Rucka 2017-05-23
Fan-favorite writer Greg Rucka returns to chronicle the adventures of
the Amazing Amazon in the DC Universe's darkest hour! Black Lantern
Maxwell Lord has risen and he seeks revenge and retribution for his
murder at the hands of Diana. Look for unexpected changes to await
Wonder Woman in the course of this series as she plays a major role in
the War of Light against the Blackest Night.
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Doomsday Clock Part 1 - Geoff Johns 2019-10-08
The world of Watchmen collides with the DC Universe in the most
shocking story in DC history! Written by master storytellers Geoff Johns
and Gary Frank--As the Doomsday Clock ticks toward midnight, the DC
Universe will encounter with its greatest threat: Dr. Manhattan. But
nothing is hidden from Manhattan, and the secrets of the past, present
and future will leave ramifications on our heroes lives forever. NOTHING
EVER REALLY ENDS... The world of Watchmen collides with the DC
Universe! Doomsday Clock, from Geoff Johns and Gary Frank, the
critically acclaimed team behind Shazam! and Batman: Earth One. Seven
years after the events of Watchmen, Adrian Veidt has been exposed as
the murderer of millions. Now a fugitive, he has come up with a new plan
to redeem himself in the eyes of the world. The first step? Finding Dr.
Manhattan. Alongside a new Rorschach and the never-before-seen Mime
and Marionette, he follows Manhattan's trail to the DC Universe, which
is on the brink of collapse as international tensions push the "doomsday
clock" ever closer to midnight. Is this all Dr. Manhattan's doing?
Spinning out of Watchmen, DC Universe: Rebirth, and Batman/The Flash:
The Button, Doomsday Clock rewrites the past, present, and future of the
DC Universe and it all starts here! Collects Doomsday Clock #1-6.
Absolute Blackest Night - Geoff Johns 2013
Collecting the 2009 Green Lantern-based event in DC's top quality,
slipcased Absolute Edition format. In this story by superstar writer Geoff
Johns, the war between the Corps rages as the prophecy of the Blackest
Night descends on the DC Universe! Can Green Lantern Hal Jordan lead
DC's champions against an army of Black Lanterns made up of the
deceased heroes and villains? This volume collects: Blackest Night #0-8,
select pages from DC Universe #0 and Green Lantern #44-48, 50-52.
Bonus material includes: Character sketches and designs, Blackest Night
#1 script, as well as commentary on the Blackest Night series from
several members of the creative team.
Infinite Crisis Omnibus - Geoff Johns 2012-06
Intergalactic battles at the farthest reaches of space; the dissolution of
the Justice League; relentless assaults on Earth's superhumans by
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Brother Eye's OMAC warriors; the Spectre's crazed mission to destroy all
magic. Who is behind these events, and why?
Brightest Day - Geoff Johns 2011
Deadman continues to do the bidding of the White Lantern Entity, while
Martian manhunter, Aquaman, Aqualad, Firestorm, Hawkman, and
Hawkgirl face their own personal trials in order to understand the
meaning of their ressurection.
Aquaman by Geoff Johns Omnibus - Geoff Johns 2018-12-18
If you're a fan of the Aquaman feature film then check out this Omnibus
featuring award-winning author Geoff Johns' groundbreaking stories in
hardcover format! Arthur Curry is a man of two worlds. Six years ago he
was a surface dweller, raised as the son of a lighthouse keeper. Then
tragedy struck. Destiny was revealed. And young Arthur Curry claimed
his birthright: the Throne of Atlantis. But his reign was brief. When
darkness threatened the surface world, he rose to meet it. As Aquaman,
he joined the team of heroes called the Justice League, leaving the rule of
his kingdom behind. But even underwater, the past will not stay buried.
A sinister force is pushing Aquaman's two worlds to the brink of war,
with the fate of the planet in the balance. If Arthur does not reclaim his
throne, the throne may well claim his life... DC Entertainment president
& chief creative officer Geoff Johns re-teams with Green Lantern
collaborator Ivan Reis in this oversize omnibus collection featuring Johns'
critically acclaimed run. Collects Aquaman #0-25, #23.1, #23.2, Justice
League #15-17.
Blackest Night: Green Lantern Corps - Peter J. Tomasi 2012-09-11
Writer Peter J. Tomasi and hot artist Patrick Gleason expand on the War
of the Light as the evil Black Lanterns descend on all of the Corps
throughout the universe in this must-read BLACKEST NIGHT tie-in that
features key plot points that are essential to enjoying the storyline to its
fullest. Just when things couldn't look any darker, Green Lanterns Kyle
Rayner, Guy Gardner, John Stewart join the rest of the GL Corps in the
fight to preserve the Central Power Battery and the planet Oa from being
consumed by the Black Lanterns. This deadly battle threatens to engulf
not only the Corps, but the Universe itself! Collects GREEN LANTERN
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CORPS issues #39-47.
Blackest Night: Rise of the Black Lanterns - Geoff Johns 2011-11-15
This essential BLACKEST NIGHT tie-in title written by event architect,
Geoff Johns along with collaborator James Robinson, Peter J. Tomasi and
others, is an essential part of the Blackest Night storyline. Eight classic
titles from DC's past return for stories featuring characters from their
original runs, dealing with the events unfolding in the DC Universe which
show the amazing reach of this mega-crossover event. Includes POWER
OF SHAZAM! #48, CATWOMAN #83, SUICIDE SQUAD #67, QUESTION
#37, PHANTOM STRANGER #42, WEIRD WESTERN TALES #71, ATOM
AND HAWKMAN #46, STARMAN #81.
Infinite Crisis Omnibus (2020 Edition) - Geoff Johns 2020-06-30
Heroes will live, heroes will die, and the DC Universe will never be the
same again in this omnibus collection of the 2005 event that changed
history! OMAC robots are rampaging, magic is dying, villains are uniting,
and a war is raging in space. And in the middle of it all, a critical moment
has divided Earth's three greatest heroes: Superman, Batman, and
Wonder Woman. It's the DC Universe's darkest day, and long-lost heroes
from the past have returned to make things right in the universe... at any
cost. Heroes will live, heroes will die, and the DCU will never be the
same again! This omnibus collects Action Comics #826, #829,
Adventures of Superman #639, #642, Countdown to Infinite Crisis, Day
of Vengeance #1-6, Day of Vengeance Infinite Crisis Special, JLA
#115-119, Infinite Crisis #1-6, Infinite Crisis Secret Files 2006, The
OMAC Project #1-6, The OMAC Project Infinite Crisis Special, RannThanagar War #1-6, The Rann-Thanagar Infinite Crisis Special,
Superman #216, #219, Villains United #1-6, Villains United Infinite
Crisis Special and Wonder Woman #219.
Blackest Night - Geoff Johns 2011-07-19
Geoff Johns (GREEN LANTERN: SINESTRO CORPS WAR, THE FLASH,
ACTION COMICS, JSA) and superstar artist Ivan Reis raise the dead in a
story that rocks the foundations of the DC Universe! Throughout the
decades, death has plagued the DC Universe and taken the lives of
heroes and villains alike. But to what end? As the war between the
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different colored Lantern Corps rages on, the prophecy of the Blackest
Night descends and it's up to Hal Jordan and the Green Lantern Corps to
lead DC's greatest champions in a battle to save the Universe from an
army of undead Black Lanterns made up of fallen Green Lanterns and
DC's deceased heroes and villains. This collection of the bestselling epic
is the culmination of the events that Geoff Johns has been leading to
since he relaunched the Green Lantern franchise in 2006! Collects
BLACKEST NIGHT #0-8Blackest Night: Tales of the Corps (2009-) #2 - Geoff Johns
2013-11-19
Geoff Johns and Peter J. Tomasi (GREEN LANTERN CORPS) reveal the
secrets behind the Lanterns of BLACKEST NIGHT! Bear witness to Blue
Lantern Saint Walker's pilgrimage of hope, Star Sapphire Carol Ferris'
sacrifice for love, Green Lantern Kilowog's courageous beginnings, Red
Lantern Vice's source of rage, Orange Lantern Blume's bizarre creation,
and the first appearance of the mysterious Indigo, leader of the Indigo
Tribe!
Batman: Earth One Vol. 2 - Geoff Johns 2015-05-12
Following the events of the #1 New York Times bestselling original
graphic novel by Geoff Johns, comes the highly anticipated sequel
BATMAN: EARTH ONE VOL. 2! The Riddler has arrived in Gotham and
he’s terrorizing the city with his own twisted brand of anarchy. But why
is he attacking now, and what is his endgame? The Riddler isn’t
Batman’s only problem, as Killer Croc is on the streets and his violent
crimes can’t be ignored. Meanwhile, the Dark Knight has trouble
reconciling the increasingly conflicting ideologies of Alfred Pennyworth
and James Gordon in this gripping re-imagining of the Batman
mythology. Writer Geoff Johns and artist Gary Frank bring you Batman
as you’ve never seen him before in this thrilling original graphic novel
that continues their unique take on the Dark Knight.
Green Lantern by Geoff Johns Omnibus - Geoff Johns 2015
"The New York Times best-selling and critically acclaimed series GREEN
LANTERN written by Geoff Johns begins here! It's been years since the
the death of Hal Jordan and the end of the Green Lantern Corps. But as
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the Torchbearer Kyle Rayner is about to find out, the adventure of epic
and mythological proportions is about to begin as the former Lantern
returns to the land of the living to atone for his sins. And the cosmos will
never be the same as Sinestro wages his war against the Green Lanterns
with his newly founded, Sinestro Corps! This volume collects: Green
Lantern Rebirth #1-6, Green Lantern Corps Recharge #1-5, Green
Lantern #1-25, Green Lantern Corps #14-18, Green Lantern: Sinestro
Corps Special #1, Green Lantern Secret Files 2005 #1, Tales of the
Sinestro Corps: Superman Prime #1 and Green Lantern/Sinestro Corps
Secret Files #1"-Green Lantern by Geoff Johns Omnibus Vol. 2 - Geoff Johns 2015-08-04
Best-selling writer and Chief Creative Officer of DC Comics, Geoff Johns
revitalized the Green Lantern franchise in his decade long run beginning
with GREEN LANTERN: REBIRTH and culminating with WRATH OF THE
FIRST LANTERN. Blackest Night is here as the dead rise across the
cosmos! Hal Jordan and the battle worn Green Lanterns must unite the
new and different colored Corps if they have any chance at defeating the
seemingly endless and unstoppable army of the dead. Collects Green
Lantern #26-52, Blackest Night #0-7, DC Universe #0, Untold Tales of
Blackest Night #1-2, Blackest Night Tales of the Corps #1-2.
Blackest Night: Black Lantern Corps Vol. 2 - James Robinson 2011-11-15
Writers Geoff Johns, James Robinson and Greg Rucka are joined by
artists Scott Kolins, Eddy Barrows and Nicola Scott for this essential
BLACKEST NIGHT storyline tie-in title that features The Flash, Wonder
Woman and the Justice Society of America dealing with their greatest
villains and loved ones returning from the dead as evil Black Lanterns.
Collects BLACKEST NIGHT: WONDER WOMAN issues #1-3, BLACKEST
NIGHT: JSA issues #1-3 and BLACKEST NIGHT: THE FLASH issues
#1-3.
Green Lantern by Geoff Johns Book Four - Geoff Johns 2020-12-29
The New York Times bestselling and critically acclaimed series Green
Lantern written by Geoff Johns continues! Setting the stage for the
Green Lanterns' role in FINAL CRISIS comes Part 1 of "The Alpha
Lanterns." Who are the Alpha-Lanterns? What bizarre cosmic surgery
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have they undergone? And how will they affect the future of the Green
Lantern Corps? In the aftermath of the Sinestro Corps War, the Green
Lanterns are undergoing an unprecedented reconstruction and
reinvention, and the controversial Alpha-Lantern project is in full effect.
Meanwhile, with Sinestro's true machinations for his war revealed to
Earth's prime Green Lanterns, Hal Jordan and John Stewart, debate
rages across Oa as lines are drawn and crossed, new bonds are formed,
and old ones broken. The prelude to "The Blackest Night" also begins
here! They come from a place of great anger and hatred. They are the
Red Lanterns and they will have their revenge against the greatest Green
Lantern -- Sinestro. That is, unless the Guardians have theirs first.
Collects Final Crisis: Rage of the Red Lanterns #1, Green Lantern
#26-38.
The Flash by Geoff Johns Omnibus Vol. 3 - Geoff Johns 2022-01-25
The epic story of Barry Allen’s return from the dead to reclaim his title as
The Fastest Man Alive and the amazing adventures that followed are
included in this massive hardcover collection. Geoff Johns and Ethan Van
Sciver, the writer/artist team behind the blockbuster Green Lantern:
Rebirth and The Sinestro Corps War, brought Barry Allen back after his
death in Crisis On Infinite Earths in an explosive, jaw-dropping epic that
reintroduces the modern–age Flash. The Fastest Man came speeding
back and his breakneck pace never slowed down with all-new
unforgettable adventures. This collection features the epics stories that
followed his return that no fan of the Scarlet Speedster should miss out
on reading including Flashpoint where Barry Allen wakes up to a world
that is not his own. A place where his mother was never killed...and the
Flash never existed. The history of Barry's life is not as he remembers it,
and the people he cares about most are now strangers, vanished, or
worse. This altered universe is on the brink of a cataclysmic war. No
human has ever wielded the Green Lantern's light, and no one has ever
heard of Superman. Batman has as much blood on his hands as his
enemies do, and America's last hope is Cyborg. Powerless and alone,
Barry Allen desperately tries to hold on to his memories of the reality
that once was. If there is any hope of setting things right, he must
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convince this world's strange, dangerous heroes to help him fix what was
broken. Includes: Final Crisis: Rogue's Revenge #1-3; The Flash: Rebirth
#1-6; Flash #1-12; Blackest Night: The Flash #1-3; The Flash: Rebirth
#1; Blackest Night: Black Lantern Corps Vol. 2 #1; The Flash Secret
Files and Origins 2010 #1; Flashpoint #1-5.
Superman: The Men of Tomorrow - Geoff Johns 2015-08
"Superman created by Jerry Siegel & Joe Shuster."
Green Lantern - Peter J. Tomasi 2012-07
GUY GARDNER, KILOWOG and ARISIA explore the galaxy, determined
to bring order to the universe. - Collecting GREEN LANTERN: EMERALD
WARRIORS #1-7.
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Green Lantern - Geoff Johns 2011
After the murder of Abin Sur, the Green Lantern defender of Earth, test
pilot Hal Jordan becomes the new bearer of the power ring. How will the
hot-headed hero cope with his new responsibility as protector of the
planet? And with the calculating Sinestro as his mentor, sparks are sure
to fly.
Green Lantern - Geoff Johns 2012
Exploding out of BLACKEST NIGHT comes the next exciting chapter in
the Green Lantern mythos: "New Guardians," from issues #53-62 of the
hit series! Forced to band together during the rise of the Black Lanterns,
Hal Jordan, Sinestro, Carol Ferris, Saint Wa
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